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Cisco EWC Lessons
Course Details
Course #
Vendor

EWCL
WiFi Training

Prerequisites
It's recommended but not required students to have a foundation in Cisco Wireless Technologies.
We would also recommend attending the Cisco 9800 Lessons course as well.

Course Description
Summary

As a follow up to Cisco 9800 Lessons, we are pleased to announce Cisco EWC Lessons a
new course from Wi-Fi Training. Cisco recently changed a lot around their Wireless
product lines with the introduction of the 9K series of WLAN Controllers, Aps, and
switches. This new product line is powered by a new IOS, called IOS-XE, which has been
completely re-written from the ground up and is now powering Wireless Networks for
some of the world’s largest companies.

As a follow-up to Cisco 9800 Lessons, we are pleased to announce Cisco EWC Lessons a new
course from Wi-Fi Training. Cisco recently changed a lot around their Wireless product lines
with the introduction of the 9K series of WLAN controllers, APs, and switches. This new product
line is powered by a new IOS, called IOS-XE, which has been completely re-written from the
ground up and is now powering Wireless Networks for some of the world’s largest companies.
Another new release from the product line is the ability for a 9K Access Point to serve as a
WLAN Controller in addition to its role as an access point. Cisco calls this Embedded Wireless
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Controllers or EWC. These solutions are perfect for smaller offices, offering amazing controller
functionality for remote offices, smaller companies, and the enterprise branch.
As with all new technologies, engineers need the skills to properly plan and deploy Cisco WLAN
Solutions based on the Embedded Wireless Controller. Join instructor Kevin Franzen for
another Cisco 9K lessons course this time focusing on the Embedded Wireless Controller
(EWC).

Course Outline
As a follow-up to Cisco 9800 Lessons, we are pleased to announce Cisco EWC Lessons a new
course from Wi-Fi Training. Cisco recently changed a lot around their Wireless product lines
with the introduction of the 9K series of WLAN controllers, APs, and switches. This new product
line is powered by a new IOS, called IOS-XE, which has been completely re-written from the
ground up and is now powering Wireless Networks for some of the world’s largest companies.
Another new release from the product line is the ability for a 9K Access Point to serve as a
WLAN Controller in addition to its role as an access point. Cisco calls this Embedded Wireless
Controllers or EWC. These solutions are perfect for smaller offices, offering amazing controller
functionality for remote offices, smaller companies, and the enterprise branch.
As with all new technologies, engineers need the skills to properly plan and deploy Cisco WLAN
Solutions based on the Embedded Wireless Controller. Join instructor Kevin Franzen for
another Cisco 9K lessons course this time focusing on the Embedded Wireless Controller
(EWC).

Lessons Learned
As a follow-up to Cisco 9800 Lessons, we are pleased to announce Cisco EWC Lessons a new
course from Wi-Fi Training. Cisco recently changed a lot around their Wireless product lines
with the introduction of the 9K series of WLAN controllers, APs, and switches. This new product
line is powered by a new IOS, called IOS-XE, which has been completely re-written from the
ground up and is now powering Wireless Networks for some of the world’s largest companies.
Another new release from the product line is the ability for a 9K Access Point to serve as a
WLAN Controller in addition to its role as an access point. Cisco calls this Embedded Wireless
Controllers or EWC. These solutions are perfect for smaller offices, offering amazing controller
functionality for remote offices, smaller companies, and the enterprise branch.
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As with all new technologies, engineers need the skills to properly plan and deploy Cisco WLAN
Solutions based on the Embedded Wireless Controller. Join instructor Kevin Franzen for
another Cisco 9K lessons course this time focusing on the Embedded Wireless Controller
(EWC).
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